
A True Lie about Reed College: U.S News Ranking
Abstract

The annual Best College Rankings published by U.S. News & World Report (USNWR) are held by
many prospective students as the prominent college rankings to consult with when they apply to colleges
and universities. However, the weight-and-sum model used has long been criticized for not reflecting
the true educational quality of institutions. A few institutions, such as Reed College in 1995, have
refused to continue participating in the USNWR college rankings. It’s claimed that the ranks of the
non-reporting institutions and penalized and deliberately under-ranked. This research used Principal
Component Regression and Elastic Net Regularized Regression methods to build predictive models, aiming
to reproduce the USNWR College Rankings published in 2009 and 2019 and to assess if non-reporting
schools are truly under-ranked. As a result, even though no systematic under-ranking of non-reporting
institutions was found, Reed College was shown to be the only institution significantly under-ranked by
USNWR both in 2009 and 2019.

1 Introduction
U.S. News & World Report (USNWR) Best Colleges Ranking has long been held by many as the prominent
ranking to consult regarding educational quality of universities and liberal arts colleges in the United States.
Over the course of years, it has become one of the most popular sources of information for prospective
students when researching for ideal institutions. On the other hand, given the popularity of rankings, most of
the administrators of universities consider ranking as an important, if not essential, marketing tool to attract
applications. For them, ranking is so important that they have no scruple about spending hundreds of millions
of dollars for an increase in ranking (Grewal, Dearden, and Llilien 2008). While ranking has such prominent
influence on the behavior of both students and schools, numerous concerns and criticism of the ranking
process arise and question the validity of the ranking system. It is even suggested that the weight-sum model
of the ranking system is fundamentally flawed since, with a weight-sum model, the statistical significance
of the difference in rankings cannot be tested (Clarke 2004). Therefore, it is unclear how big a difference
in ranking reflects significant difference between institutions. Moreover, multiple analyses confirm severe
multicollinearity within the criteria used by USNWR (Bougnol and Dulá 2015). This makes it difficult to tell
how much of an effect individual variables have on the final score of schools. Concerned by the credibility of
USNWR ranking system and with the belief that simple quantification should not and cannot serve as a
measure of education quality, Reed College quit the ranking in 1995 by refusing to fill out the survey from
USNWRd and has continued to maintain this practice over time. A few other schools, such as St. John’s
College in New Mexico, also claimed to quit the ranking system. It’s also claimed that after the schools’ exit,
USNWR still keeps them on the list while their rank dropped remarkably. It’s claimed that non reporting
institutions are penalized and deliberately under-ranked. However, after extensive searching we were unable
to find a study that examined if this claim was true. The current study attempts to reproduce the USNWR
ranking and explicate the true rankings for non-reporting institutions to assess if non-reporting institutions
are under-ranked.

1.1 Background
1.1.1 U.S. News & World Report Best College Ranking

USNWR Best Colleges Rankings are published annually ever since 1983, with an exception of year 1984.
Schools are grouped into different categories based on the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher
Education, including groups such as masters schools, law schools, and undergraduate colleges such as
liberal arts and national, then ranked against schools in their class. Schools that offer a complete range
of undergraduate majors, master’s and doctoral programs and emphasize faculty research are classified as
national universities. Schools offering at least 50% of degrees for majors in arts and sciences and focus mainly
on undergraduate education are classified as national liberal arts colleges. The ranking methodology used for
schools are almost the same between categories with subtle variation.
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The majority of data used by USNWR are directly reported from institutions through a questionnaire. The
questionnaire includes both questions incorporated from the Common Data Set initiative and proprietary
questions from USNWR. It is sent out in spring each year. The returned information are then evaluated by
USNWR and the ranking results are published in the following year. The published ranking thus does not
reflect the current information on the institutions. In fact, the ranking of universities that is published in
2019 uses data collected from institutions in spring 2018, which means that the data used are really from the
2016-2017 academic year.

Not all schools respond to USNWR surveys, and some schools do not answer every single question. For
the 2019 rankings 92% of ranked institutions returned the survey during the spring 2018 data collection
window (Morse, Brooks, and Mason 2018). USNWR checks these data against previous years and third party
sources. They then use external data sources for information they fail to get directly from schools including
using publicly available data from the Council for Aid to Education and the U.S. Department of Education’s
National Center for Education Statistics (Morse, Brooks, and Mason 2018). For schools that choose not to
report at all, additional sources such as the schools’ own websites and/or data collected by USNWR from
previous years is used (Sanoff 2007).

The collected data are then grouped as indicators for different aspects of academic success. Each indicator is
assigned a specific weight in the ranking formula used by USNWR, the weights of all indicators add up to
100%, and a score between 0 to 100 is calculated for each institution using the ranking formula and data
collected. Final ranking results are generated based on this score.

Weightings change frequently. For example, USNWR surveys the presidents, provosts and deans of each
institution to rate the academic quality of peer institutions, and also surveys about 24,400 high school
counselors to provide the same rating. The results are combined and grouped into the indicator “Expert
Opinion”, which currently takes 20% weight in the ranking formula. Back in 2018 the indicator “Expert
Opinion” received a weight of 22.5%, and back in 2009 its weight was 25%. The indicator “Outcomes” included
a subfactor “Social mobility” which receives 5% of the total weights and was not considered in rankings
from previous years. The frequent changes in the weighting schemes make it hard to do direct comparison
of rankings year by year, since they are calculated based on different formula. Nonetheless, popular press,
high schoolers and parents do so and tend to consider changes in rankings as important information that
represents changes of institutions’ academic quality.

1.1.2 Non-reporters and Under Rank

In 1995, believing that the methodology used by USNWR is “fundamentally flawed”, then-president of Reed
College Steven Koblik announced Reed’s refusal to respond to the USNWR’s survey. Without information
provided by the school through the annual questionnaire, though Reed College refused to continue participating
in the rankings, USNWR has continued to assign a rank to Reed College. The impartiality of Reed’s ranking
has been questioned by the school and others, stating that USNWR purposely assigns the lowest possible
score for Reed College in certain indicators and “relegated the college to the lowest tier” (Lydgate 2018),
which led the rank of the college to drop from top 10 to the bottom quartile from 1995 to 1996.

Reed College is not the only school to protest against USNWR rankings. St. John College decided to not
participate in college ranking surveys and refused to provide college information since 2005. Similar to Reed
College, the school is still included in USNWR ranking and is now ranked in the third tier. President of the
institution Christopher B. Nelson once stated, “Over the years, St. John’s College has been ranked everywhere
from third, second, and first tier, to one of the Top 25 liberal arts colleges. Yet, the curious thing is: We
haven’t changed. “ (Nelson 2007) Less discussion can be found on whether the current rank of the school is
reliable.

Most of the evidence up to this point on non-reporting schools being ranked lower is anecdotal. For instance,
in 2001, a senior administrator from Hobart and William Smith Colleges failed to report their current year
data to USNWR, followed by a decrease in the rank of the school from the second tier to the third tier
(Ehrenberg 2002). It’s said by the USNWR that they used data of the school from previous year instead in
2001 for Hobart and William Smith Colleges, which lead to understating of many of the current performance
of the school (Ehrenberg 2002). On the website of Reed College, Chris Lydgate stated that in May 2014, in a
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presentation to the Annual Forum for the Association for Institutional Research, the director of data research
for U.S. News Robert Morse revealed that if a college doesn’t fill out the survey, the guidebook arbitrarily
assigns certain key statistics at one standard deviation below the mean (Lydgate 2018). Though no further
evidence can be found beyond the website of Reed College, this statement motivated our investigation into if
and how non-reporting schools appear to be under ranked by USNWR.

1.1.3 Modeling on U.S. News Ranking

Many studies have been done to find the important factors that affect the USNWR school rankings and to
determine how meaningful the rankings are. In one previous study, researchers developed a model based on
the weighting system and methodology provided by USNWR to reproduce USNWR rankings on national
universities, trying to understand effects of subfactors and assess significance of changes in ranking (Gnolek,
Falciano, and Kuncl 2014). The predictive model generated in the study perfectly predicted 21.39% of the
college ranking, with errors all within ±4 differences for the rest. Further, as a result they found that up to
±4 changes in rank are simply noise and, thus, meaningless. Due to the multicollinearity within the criteria
used by U.S. News, it is hard to tell which criterion has the largest effect on a school’s rank. To tackle this
problem, one research group used principal component analysis to examine the relative contributions of the
ranking criteria for those national universities in the top tier that had reported SAT scores and found that
the actual contribution of each criterion differed substantially from the weights assigned by U.S News because
of correlation among the variables. (Webster 2001) Another research was conducted on the 2003 U.S. News
business and education rankings. Using a technique called jackknifing, the researcher was able to conduct
hypothesis tests, which otherwise would be impossible, on the weight-sum model. The result was appalling.
The difference of rankings between most educational institutions were statistically insignificant. (Clarke 2004)

In this study, we use principal component regression and elastic net regression to build predicative models
aiming to reproduce the results of rankings from USNWR. Then we apply these two models to data of
non-reporting schools collected from the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS), a system
of interrelated surveys conducted annually by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), which is
a part of the Institute for Education Sciences within the United States Department of Education. With this
method, we attempt to assess if non-reporting schools are under-ranked and if so, what factors contribute to
their under-ranking.

2 Data, Method, Result
2.1 Data
The project started out with two datasets provided by the Office of Institutional Research at Reed College.
Both of the datasets comes directly from USNWR. They will be referred to later as original 2009 dataset
and original 2019 dataset. The 2009 dataset contains 124 liberal arts colleges ranked by USNWR with 36
variables. The 2019 dataset contains 172 liberal arts colleges ranked by USNWR with 27 variables. The
list of variables in both datasets is presented in Table 1. Given the intention to determine if Reed College
is under-ranked by USNWR, the original datasets present several challenges. For example, comparing the
variable available in the original 2019 dataset and the ranking system of USNWR, summarized in Table 2,
one can see that:

(1) Social mobility is completely absent. (2) For faculty resources, all sub-criteria are absent. Instead,
an encapsulating variable, faculty resource rank, is given. (3) Similar to faculty resources, financial
resources rank is given instead of the variables contributing to financial resources per student, which,
according to USNWR, should be a logarithmic transformation of the quotient of the sum of expenditures on in-
struction, academic support, student services and institutional support, and the number of full-time-equivalent
students, i.e. expenditure per FTE student.

Although USNWR has a detailed description of the criteria and weight of its ranking system, its methodology
of standardizing the overall scores so that they are all within the range of 0 to 100 remains untold. Besides,
when it comes to non-reporting schools, the data in the datasets are not consistent with those published
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by schools themselves in their Common DataSet (CDS). For Reed College specifically, it is found that, for
2019, the percent of classes under 20 students, percent of freshmen in top 10% of high school class, and SAT
25th-75th percentile are higher in the CDS than the values given in the USNWR dataset.

In order to arrive at results as unbiased as possible, most of the missing variables are filled in with data from
the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS), a database maintained by National Center
for Education Statistics (NCES). Moreover, we replaced all variables in the USNWR dataset with data from
IPEDS if possible. Data in IPEDS are collected through mandatory surveys authorized by law under the
Section 153 of the Education Sciences Reform Act of 2002. All institution are obligated to complete all IPEDS
surveys. With the additional data from IPEDS, the original datasets are expanded with the variables in
Table 3. However, class size related variables used to calculate class size index and percent faculty with
terminal degree in their field are still missing since they are not required by NCES to be reported and
therefore, not in any of the IPEDS datasets.

Table 1: A list of variables in both 2009 and 2019 datasets. The variables present are marked by
◦, the absent by ×. Twenty seven of the variables are shared across the two datasets while the
remaining nine are only present in the 2009 dataset.

Variable name 2009 2019
Rank ◦ ◦
School ◦ ◦
Nonresponder ◦ ×
State ◦ ◦
Public/Private ◦ ◦
New Category ◦ ×
New School ◦ ×
Overall Score ◦ ◦
Peer Assessment Score ◦ ◦
High School Counselor Assessment Score ◦ ◦
Graduation and Retention Rank ◦ ◦
Average Freshman Retention Rate ◦ ◦
Footnote ◦ ◦
Predicted Graduation Rate ◦ ◦
Actual Graduation Rate ◦ ◦
Footnote_1 ◦ ◦
Over/Under Performance ◦ ◦
Faculty Resource Rank ◦ ◦
% of Classes under 20 ◦ ◦
Footnote_2 ◦ ×
% of Classes over 50 or more ◦ ◦
Footnote_3 ◦ ×
Student/Faculty ratio ◦ ◦
Footnote_4 ◦ ◦
% of Full-time Faculty ◦ ×
Footnote_5 ◦ ×
Selectivity Rank ◦ ◦
SAT/ACT 25th-75th percentile ◦ ◦
Footnote_6 ◦ ◦
Freshmen in Top 10% of High School Class ◦ ◦
Footnote_7 ◦ ◦
Acceptance Rate ◦ ×
Footnote_8 ◦ ×
Financial Resources Rank ◦ ◦
Alumni Giving Rank ◦ ◦
Average Alumni Giving Rate ◦ ◦
Footnote_9 ◦ ◦
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Table 2: College ranking criteria and weights published by USNWR for 2019.

Ranking Indicator National Schools Regional Schools
Graduation and retention rates 22% 22%
Average six-year graduation rate 17.6% 17.6%
Average first-year student retention rate 4.4% 4.4
Social mobility 5% 5%
Pell Grant graduation rates 2.5% 2.5%
PG graduation rates compared with all other students 2.5% 2.5%
Graduation rate performance 8% 8%
Undergraduate academic reputation 20% 20%
Peer assessment survey 15% 20%
High school counselors’ ratings 5% 0%
Faculty resources for 2017-2018 academic year 20% 20%
Class size index 8% 8%
Faculty compensation 7% 7%
Percent faculty with terminal degree in their field 3% 3%
Percent faculty that is full time 1% 1%
Student-faculty ratio 1% 1%
Student selectivity for the fall 2017 entering class 10% 10%
SAT and ACT score 7.75% 7.75%
High school class standing in top 10% 2.25% 0%
High school class standing in top 25% 0 2.25%
Acceptance rate 0% 0%
Financial resources per student 10% 10%
Average alumni giving rate 5% 5%
Total 100% 100%

Table 3: Detailed description of the variables found in IPEDS dataset.

Variable Description

Full-time Faculty Total number of full-time faculty
Total Faculty Total number of faculty including full-time and part-time
Faculty Benefits Cash contributions in the form of supplementary or deferred

compensation other than salary, including retirement plans, social
security taxes, medical/dental plans, guaranteed disability income
protection plans, tuition plans, housing plans, unemployment
compensation plans, group life insurance plans, worker’s
compensation plans, and other benefits in-kind with cash options.

Average Faculty Salaries Average salaries equated to 9-months of full-time non-medical
instructional staff

Pell Grant Graduation Rates 6-year graduation rate of students receiving Pell Grant

Instructional Expenditure per FTE Student Instruction expenses per full-time-equivalent student includes all
expenses of the colleges, schools, departments, and other
instructional divisions of the institution and expenses for
departmental research and public service that are not separately
budgeted.

Research Expenditure per FTE Student Expenses spent on research per full-time-equivalent student
Public Service Expenditure per FTE Student Expense spent on public service per full-time-equaivalent student
Academic Support Expenditure per FTE Student Expense spent on academic-support per full-time-equivalent student
Student Service Expenditure per FTE Student Expense spent on student service per full-time-equivalent student

Institutional Support Expenditure per FTE Student Expense spent on institutional support per full-time-equivalent
student

Average Six-year Graduation Rate Average six-year graduation rate
Average Freshman retention rate Average Freshman retention rate
SAT Reading/Writing 25th Percentile The combined SAT reading and writing score of the 25th percentile
SAT Reading/Writing 75th Percentile The combined SAT reading and writing score of the 75th percentile

SAT Math 25th Percentile The SAT math score of the 25th percentile
SAT Math 75th Percentile The SAT math score of the 75th percentile
ACT Composite Score 25th Percentile The composite ACT score of the 25th percentile
ACT Composite Score 75th Percentile The composite ACT score of the 75th percentile

2.2 Method
Some might ask why don’t we just save ourselves the hassle and use USNWR’s model again using the expanded
dataset just introduced. There are several good reasons. The first and most blunt one is that several points
of their model are unclear so even with the expanded pool of variables we still don’t know how they get to
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some of the numbers. For example, USNWR mentioned in the article about their methodology that one of
the variables, Class Size Index, is calculated by the following method: proportion of undergraduate classes
with fewer than 20 students contribute the most credit to this index, with classes with 20 to 29 students
coming second, 30 to 39 students third, and 40 to 49 students fourth. Classes that are 50 or more student
receive no credit. They told us the importance of each variables but never explicitly say how they numerically
contribute to Class Size Index. Another problem with USNWR’s model is that many of the variables are
highly correlated with each other. The mullticollinearity problem can be immediately seen in the correlation
heatmaps of the variables found in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Figure 1: A correlation heatmap of all the variables in the original 2009 dataset, where the
intensity of color signifies the level of correlation between two variables. Many of the variables
that are heavily weighted in the USNWR’s weight-and-sum model are highly correlated with
each other.

Figure 2: A correlation heatmap of all the variables in the original 2019 dataset. Like the original
2009 dataset, it also has severe mullticollinearity problem.
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The severe multicollinearity also hindered us from building a vanilla linear regression

y = β0 +
n∑

i=1
βixi + ε

because when variables are highly correlated, even a small change in one of the correlated variables can cause
significant changes in the effects, βi’s, of other variables. Therefore, in our case, a linear regression model
would not provide accurate predictions given the test dataset the model hasn’t seen before.

The final reason is that USNWR’s weight-and-sum system does not generate standard error and thus
uncertainty analysis is impossible. While in our case, if any difference in ranking is found, it is necessary to
check whether the difference in the estimated ranks are statistically significant to arrive at any conclusion,
which cannot be achieved by USNWR’s model.

2.2.1 Elastic Net

One of the approaches taken to replicate the USNWR National Liberal Arts Colleges ranking results for 2009
and 2019 is to use a regularized linear regression method, which produces reliable estimates when there exist
problems of multicollinearity and overfitting.

The ordinary least-squares regression criterion estimates the coefficients β0, β1, ..., βp by minimizing the
residual sum of squares (RSS):

RSS =
n∑

i=1
(yi − β0 −

p∑
j=1

βjxij)2 (1)

(James et al. 2013)

The three frequently used shrinkage method are Ridge Regression, LASSO and Elastic Net. Instead of
minimizing the RSS in the least squares, the methods minimize the combination of the RSS and a shrinkage
penalty term.

2.2.1.1 Ridge Regression

Simple ridge regression produces the model by minimizing the linear combination of RSS and a shrinkage
penalty, L2:

n∑
i=1

(yi − β0 −
p∑

j=1
βjxij)2 + λ2

p∑
j=1

β2
j (2)

with λ2 ≥ 0. (James et al. 2013)

Minimizing the penalty term in ridge regressions L2 = λ2
∑p

j=1 β
2
j leads the estimates of β′s to shrink toward

zero. The tuning parameter λ2 serves the role to control the effect of the shrinkage penalty. If λ2 is 0,
the penalty term goes away and the estimates are the same as the least squares estimates. The estimates
approach zero as the shrinking effect increases. With different values chosen for λ2, the penalty term can have
different effect on coefficients estimation, and thus produces different results. Cross-validation is performed
to select the preferred value of λ2, where in each round the training set will be partitioned into subsets, one
of the subsets will be used for estimating the coefficients while the other subsets are used to validate the
results. The validation results are then combined after certain number of rounds to give a final estimate of
the coefficients.

The ridge regression works the best when the least squares produces estimates with high variance. The
increase in λ2 reduces the flexibility of the ridge regression estimate, increases the bias while decreases the
variance. In cases when the least squares produce estimates with low bias but high variance, which can
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be caused by multicollinearity or over-fitting, this shrinkage penalty can reduce the variability, and thus
avoid highly variable estimates. In this study, we have limited number of observations (institutions) in both
datasets (maximum 172 schools), and relatively large number of variables available (16 explanatory variables).
This regularization could be used to reduce the variability in our estimates.

However, there exists limitations to ridge regression. The penalty L1 shrinks coefficients toward zero but does
not set any of them exactly to zero. Thus all variables are included in the final model produced by the ridge
regression. Due to the limitations of data available in the original datasets provided by USNWR, we extracted
additional variables from external sources (IPEDS, College Results) based on the description provided by
USNWR. However, it is hard to be certain whether the variables selected match with the variables truly
used by USNWR. Instead of assuming that all variables in our datasets were used by USNWR and have an
effect on the response variable, we use Elastic Net, which combines the ridge regression with LASSO, so that
variable subsetting is possible.

2.2.1.2 LASSO

The simple LASSO method estimates the model coefficients by minimizing the linear combination of RSS
and a shrinkage penalty, L1:

n∑
i=1

(yi − β0 −
p∑

j=1
βjxij)2 + λ1

p∑
j=1
|βj |

with λ1 ≥ 0 (James et al. 2013)

When using LASSO and the tuning parameter λ1 is large enough, minimizing the shrinkage penalty L1 =
λ1
∑p

j=1 |βj | can force some of the estimated coefficients to be 0, and thus allows LASSO to perform variable
selection. Similar to ridge, when λ1 is zero, the penalty term goes to zero and the results produced are
the same as those produced by the ordinary least squares. As λ1 increases, variables with sufficiently low
estimated coefficients are thrown away, the flexibility of the estimates reduces, which brings more bias and
less variance to the final. This allows LASSO to perform both shrinkage and variable selection.

In many cases, LASSO is sufficient to use as it performs both shrinkage and variable selection. This is not
true, though, in the current study. Many of the variables in the datasets are highly correlated. With our
prior knowledge from the description of method used by USNWR, the highly correlated variables can each
have different effect on ranking results. LASSO, when dealing with highly correlated variables, would force
some of the estimated coefficients of the correlated variables to be zero. Thus if we use the simple LASSO
model, many variables may be removed from the final model when they are in fact influential to the ranking
result. Combining the LASSO with ridge regression balances out this limitation.

2.2.1.3 Elastic Net Modeling

The Elastic Net method linearly combines the two shrinkage methods, Ridge Regression and the LASSO,
and estimates the coefficients by minimizing the following:

n∑
i=1

(yi − β0 −
p∑

j=1
βjxij)2 + (1− α)λ1

p∑
j=1
|βj |+ αλ2

p∑
j=1

β2
j = RSS + L1 + L2 (3)

where λ1, λ2 ≥ 0. (James et al. 2013)

Combining the two shrinkage methods allows the Elastic Net method to balance the limitations of using
simple Ridge or LASSO method and produce less variable estimates while performing variable selection, and
thus is chosen among the three methods in this case.
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2.2.1.4 Modeling

The overall score assigned by USNWR is used as the response variable. 5-fold Cross Validation is used
to choose values of λ1 and λ2 for the best model. The train function from R package caret is used to
perform the cross validation. The variables are standardized during the modeling process, thus the estimated
coefficients are not as directly interpretable as they would be in Ordinary Least Squares Linear Regression.
But the relative difference of the estimated coefficients shows the relative difference in the effect that the
variables have on the response variables, where larger the estimated coefficient, larger effect it would have on
the response variable. The selected model and estimated coefficients for 2009 and 2019 are listed in Table 4
and Table 5.

Table 4: Elastic Net Estimated Coefficients 2009. The variables with coefficients marked as - are
discarded during the model selection process.

Variable Coefficient
Peer Assessment Score 6.58
Average Freshmen Retention Rate 0.53
Predicted Graduation Rate -
Average Graduation Rate 2.26
Graduation Performance 0.29
% classes size under 20 1.17
% classes size 50 or more -0.71
Student Faculty Ratio -0.27
% Full-time Faculty 0.07
% Freshmen High School top 10 1.75
Accept rate -0.29
Average Alumni Giving Rate 1.35
Test Score (SAT, ACT) 0.90
Average Faculty Compensation 0.74
Expenditure per FTE 1.33

Table 5: Elastic Net Estimated Coefficients 2019. The variables with coefficients marked as - are
discarded during the model selection process.

Variable Coefficient
Peer Assessment Score 4.56
High School Counselor Assessment Score 0.64
Average Freshmen Retention Rate 1.55
Predicted Graduation Rate -
Average Graduation Rate 1.23
Graduation Performance 0.87
% classes size under 20 1.64
% classes size 50 or more -0.38
Student Faculty Ratio -
% Freshmen High School top 10 0.36
Average Alumni Giving Rate 1.73
Test Score (SAT, ACT) 0.56
PG (Pell Grant Recipient) Graduation Rate 2.74
Ratio b/t PG and non-PG Graduation Rate -0.55
% Full-time Faculty 0.05
Faculty Compensation 0.11
Expenditure per FTE 3.18

One limitation of this approach is that the regularization terms limit the feasibility and interpretability of
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uncertainty analysis. (e.g. prediction interval) The other approach taken, which is the Principle Component
Regression, provides prediction results for comparison while allowing uncertainty analysis of the prediction.

2.2.2 PCR

Due to the multicollinearity of the criteria used by U.S News, another method which can bypass this issue is
Principle Component Regression (PCR). The basic idea of PCR is to use Principle Components generate
through Principle Component Analysis as predictors in a linear regression model. In this case, the response
variable of the linear regression model is Overall Score and the principal components are calculated based on
variables used by USNWR in their ranking system,which can be found in Table 6. It is worth noting that four
of the variables used here are transformations of other variables. The first one is Faculty Compensation
and we calculated it by adding Faculty Benefits and Average Faculty Salaries. The second one is
Standardized Test Score. Since SAT and ACT use different scale fore scores, we standardized both score
by taking the average of the 25th percentile and 75th percentile scores and then divide the score by
the full score, 1600 for SAT and 36 for ACT. The second third one is Expenditure per FTE Student and
we calculated it using the method described by USNWR: a logarithmic transformation of the quotient of the
sum of expenditures on instruction, academic support, student services and institutional support, and the
number of full-time-equivalent students. The fourth one is % of Full-time Faculty and we calcualted it by
dividing Full-time Faculty by Total Faculty. Now, to make sense of this method, we will start from the
foundation, Principle Component Analysis.

Table 6: For the 2009 model, fourteen variables were used to calculate up to fourteen principal
components and for the 2019 model, sixteen variables were used to calculate up to sixteen
principal components. The variables marked by ◦ are variables used in the model and the
variables marked by × are not used in the model.

Variable name 2009 2019
Peer Assessment Score ◦ ◦
High School Counselor Assessment Score × ◦
Average Freshman Retention Rate ◦ ◦
Average Six-year Graduation Rate ◦ ◦
% of Classes under 20 ◦ ◦
% of Classes 50 or more ◦ ◦
Faculty Compensation ◦ ◦
Student/Faculty Ratio ◦ ◦
% of Full-time Faculty ◦ ◦
Standardized Test Score ◦ ◦
Freshman in Top 10% of High School Class ◦ ◦
Acceptance Rate ◦ ×
Expenditure per FTE Student ◦ ◦
Average Alumni Giving Rate ◦ ◦
Graduation Rate Performance ◦ ◦
Pell Grant Graduation Rate × ◦
Pell Grant/Non Pell Grant Comparison × ◦

2.2.2.1 Principal Component Analysis

Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is at its heart a method of dimentionality reduction. Suppose we have
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n observations and m variables, where n− 1 ≥ m1. We can represent the dataset by the matrix X

X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xm) =


x11 x12 . . . x1m

x21 x22 x2m

...
. . .

xn1 xn2 . . . xnm


We wish to understand the relationship within the set of variables. One way to do so is to plot and examine
pairwise scatterplots of X. But since there would be

(
m
2
)
plots in total, one can see that this task quickly

becomes dreadful if not impossible. Now, we wish to have a low-dimensional representation of X, which
still encapsulates as much of the variance of X as possible. In our case, such low-dimensional representation
is helpful because we can get rid of those highly correlated variables. And to generate a low-dimensional
representation of high-dimensional data is exactly what PCA is for. Instead of looking at all m features, PCA
suggests we can instead examine a set of linear combinations of X1, X2, . . . , Xm called Principle Components.
Each Principle Component, Zi, can be calculated as

Zi =
m∑

j=1
φjiXj , where

m∑
j=1

φ2
ji = 1

(James et al. 2013)

Let

Z = (Z1, Z2, . . . , Zm) =


z11 z12 . . . z1m

z21 z22 z2m

...
. . .

zn1 zn2 . . . znm



Φ = (Φ1,Φ2, . . . ,Φm) =


φ11 φ12 . . . φ1m

φ21 φ22 φ2m

...
. . .

φn1 φn2 . . . φnm


Then

Z = XΦ
One might wonder how φ is determined and the constraint

∑m
j=1 φ

2
ji = 1 might seem arbitrary at this moment,

but it will make sense in the following steps. Since we want to capture as much of the variance of X as
possible in one principle component, we want to maximize the sample variance by finding a set of φ such that

Var (Zi) = 1
n

n∑
k=1

 m∑
j=1

φjixkj − Z̄i

2

Since we are only interested in the variance of the dataset, we can standardize the data to ensure that X̄i = 0
for i’s. Then Z̄i = 0 for all i as well. Then the problem becomes maximizing

1
n

n∑
k=1

 m∑
j=1

φjixkj

2

Now, one can see that we need the constraint
∑m

j=1 φ
2
ji = 1 otherwise, we can make the sample variance

arbitrarily large by making the absolute value of φij arbitrarily large. After one principle component is found,
we calculate another principle component that captures maximal variance out of all linear combinations
of X1, X2, . . . , Xm that is uncorrelated with the previous one, i.e. find another set of φ that maximize the
sample variance and all the sets of φ should ensure that Zi’s are uncorrlated.

1There are at most min{n− 1, m} principal components. In our case, there are fourteen variables for the 2009 model and
sixteen variables for the 2019 model, i.e. m2009 = 15 and m2019 = 16. On the other hand, we have one hundred and twenty four
observations for 2009 and one hundred and sixty one observations for 2019, i.e. n2009 = 123 and n2019 = 160. Therefore, we can
generate fourteen principal components for the 2009 model and sixteen principal componentes for the 2019 model.
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2.2.2.2 Why PCA in our case?

As mentioned above, the variables used by U.S News in their ranking system are highly correlated. If we use
a regression model without a shrinkage method, the coefficients of the resulting model can be greatly affected
by even a small change in the data or model. Therefore, the model fitted using such training dataset can
perform very poorly in the test dataset since the underlying models for the training dataset and the test
dataset would be drastically different. By applying PCA, we can create uncorrelated predictors that still
capture the a large portion of the variance of the original predictors. Then using these principle components,
we can build a linear regression model.

2.2.2.3 Final PCR Model

In our case, we have fourteen variables for the 2009 model and sixteen variables for the 2019 model.
Therefore, fourteen principal components were calculated for the 2009 model and sixteen prin-
cipal components were calculated for the 2019 model. Then, 14 linear regression models using
{Z1}, {Z1, Z2}, . . . , {Z1, Z2, . . . , Z14} as explanatory variables were built for 2009. Similarly, 16 linear
regression models using {Z ′

1}, {Z ′
1, Z

′
2}, . . . , {Z ′

1, Z
′
2, . . . , Z

′
16} as explanatory variables were built for 2019.

With the intention to reduce the dimensionality of the data while capturing the majority of the variance
in the data, we wanted to pick a model that has much less explanatory variables than the full-model
while having a high explanatory power of the variance within the variables used to calculate the principal
components. As a result, the model of 8 principal components were selected for both 2009 and 2019. For
the 2009 dataset, the 8 principal components captures 94.73% of the variance within the 14 variables and
explains 97.37% of the variance of the overall score given by USNWR. On the other hand, for 2019 dataset,
the 8 principal components captures 93.22% of the variance within the 16 variables and explains 97.26% of
the variance of the overall score given by USNWR.

2.3 Results
For 2009, one can see from Tabel 7 and Tabel 8 that the Overall Score predicted by Elastic Net model
and PCR model are identical, seventy two, with prediction interval constructed from the PCR model to be
[66, 77]. The score given by USNWR is outside of the prediction interval. This can be easily seen in Figure 3.
Similarly, for 2019, one can see from Table 9 and Table 10 that the Overall Score predicted by both models
are still identical, seventy sven, with the prediction interval to be [71, 82]. Again, the score given by USNWR
is outside of the prediction interval, which can be clearly seen in Figure 4.
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Table 7: Elastic Net Prediction Results 2009.

School USNWR Overall Score Predicted Score
Pomona College 91 92
Vassar College 87 88
Hamilton College 81 80
Colby College 79 77
Kenyon College 75 76
Franklin and Marshall College 70 68
Skidmore College 68 68
St Olaf College 68 68
Reed College 65 72
Wheaton College 64 65
Thomas Aquinas College 61 64
Wofford College 61 61
Berea College 59 58
Hobart William Smith Colleges 59 57
Austin College 58 56
Lewis & Clark College 58 56
Saint Johns University 58 57
The College of Wooster 57 57
University of Puget Sound 56 56
College of Saint Benedict 55 55
Sweet Briar College 55 55
Cornell College 54 54
Washington & Jefferson College 51 51
Goucher College 50 53
Lyon College 50 50

Figure 3: PCR predictied overall score in the 2009 test dataset. The blue points represent scores
predicted by the PCR model. On the other hand, the yellow points represent scores given by U.S
News. The vertical bars represent the prediction intervals. For every school but Reed College,
the U.S News score falls in the prediction interval.
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Table 8: PCR Prediction Results 2009.

School USNews Overall Score Predicted Score Prediction Interval
Pomona College 91 93 [88, 98]
Vassar College 87 87 [82, 92]
Hamilton College 81 81 [76, 86]
Colby College 79 78 [73, 83]
Kenyon College 75 77 [72, 82]
Franklin and Marshall College 70 73 [68, 78]
Skidmore College 68 71 [66, 76]
St Olaf College 68 64 [59, 70]
Reed College 65 72 [66, 77]
Wheaton College 64 66 [61, 71]
Thomas Aquinas College 61 61 [56, 67]
Wofford College 61 65 [60, 69]
Berea College 59 54 [49, 60]
Hobart William Smith Colleges 59 60 [55, 65]
Austin College 58 56 [51, 61]
Lewis & Clark College 58 55 [50, 60]
Saint Johns University 58 57 [52, 63]
The College of Wooster 57 57 [52, 62]
University of Puget Sound 56 57 [52, 62]
College of Saint Benedict 55 56 [51, 61]
Sweet Briar College 55 52 [47, 57]
Cornell College 54 55 [50, 60]
Washington & Jefferson College 51 53 [48, 58]
Goucher College 50 52 [47, 57]
Lyon College 50 53 [47, 58]

Table 9: Elastic Net Prediction Results 2019.

School USNews Overall Score Predicted Score
Amherst College 96 97
Wesleyan University 86 85
Bryn Mawr College 82 83
Bucknell University 77 78
Franklin and Marshall College 77 76
Occidental College 76 76
Trinity College 73 77
Bard College 70 73
St Lawrence University 70 69
Wabash College 70 71
Reed College 60 77
Ursinus College 60 60
Ohio Wesleyan University 59 58
Hope College 58 58
Westmont College 57 55
Whittier College 57 57
Hampden-Sydney College 56 57
Drew University 55 54
Goucher College 55 56
Marlboro College 55 55
Westminster College 54 53
Stonehill College 53 56
Concordia College at Moorhead 52 50
Saint Norbert College 52 50
Siena College 50 51
Wesleyan College 48 48
Doane University - Arts & Sciences 46 45
Moravian College 46 47
Meredith College 45 46
Northland College 45 42
Centenary College of Louisiana 44 44
Covenant College 44 43
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Figure 4: PCR predictied overall score in the 2019 test dataset. The blue points represent scores
predicted by the PCR model. On the other hand, the yellow points represent scores given by U.S
News. The vertical bars represent the prediction intervals. For every school but Reed College,
the U.S News score falls in the prediction interval. Comparing with the result from 2009, the
U.S News score is even lower than all the possible values in the prediction interval.
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Table 10: PCR Prediction Results 2019.

School USNews Overall Score Predicted Score Prediction Interval
Amherst College 96 96 [91, 101]
Wesleyan University 86 87 [82, 92]
Bryn Mawr College 82 83 [78, 88]
Bucknell University 77 82 [77, 87]
Franklin and Marshall College 77 79 [74, 84]
Occidental College 76 76 [71, 81]
Trinity College 73 77 [72, 82]
Bard College 70 71 [66, 77]
St Lawrence University 70 70 [65, 75]
Wabash College 70 68 [63, 73]
Reed College 60 77 [71, 82]
Ursinus College 60 61 [56, 66]
Ohio Wesleyan University 59 57 [52, 63]
Hope College 58 62 [57, 67]
Westmont College 57 59 [54, 64]
Whittier College 57 56 [51, 61]
Hampden-Sydney College 56 58 [52, 63]
Drew University 55 56 [51, 61]
Goucher College 55 56 [51, 61]
Marlboro College 55 59 [54, 64]
Westminster College 54 54 [49, 59]
Stonehill College 53 58 [53, 63]
Concordia College at Moorhead 52 54 [49, 59]
Saint Norbert College 52 53 [48, 58]
Siena College 50 55 [50, 60]
Wesleyan College 48 51 [46, 56]
Doane University - Arts & Sciences 46 45 [40, 50]
Moravian College 46 49 [44, 54]
Meredith College 45 48 [43, 53]
Northland College 45 44 [39, 49]
Centenary College of Louisiana 44 47 [41, 52]
Covenant College 44 48 [43, 53]

3 Discussion & Conclusion
3.1 Is Reed College Under-Ranked?
As shown in the previous section, for 2009 and 2019, the predicted overall scores of Reed College by both
Elastic Net and PCR are much higher than the scores given by USNWR.

Table 11: Overall scores of Reed College for 2009 and 2019. The scores generated by PCR is
higher than the scores given by USNWR.

Source 2009 2019
PCR 72 77
USNWR 65 60

Further uncertainty analysis suggests that the difference in scores is significant for all years. The 95%
prediction intervals for the overall score of Reed College predicted by PCR are [66, 77] for 2009 and [71, 82] for
2019. The scores given by USNWR are in none of those intervals. Therefore, it is safe to say that Reed College
is under-ranked as suspected. Referring back to overall scores given by USNWR and their corresponding
ranks, by the predicted overall scores generated by PCR, Reed College should have been ranked at the 37th
among the 124 liberal arts colleges rather than 54th in 2009. On the other hand, it should have been ranked
at the 36th among the 173 liberal arts colleges rather than the 90th in 2019.

A cautious reader might notice that in 2009, the overall score of Reed College given by USNWR is not as
drastically to the left of the 95% prediction intervals as it is in 2019. Since the results of both models agree
and such abnormality only applies to Reed College, the determining factor of the discrepancy is unlikely to
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be the predicative power of the models. Then, what is left to investigate are the data and indeed it is the
cause of the abnormality. Comparing the values of variables in the original 2019 dataset with the IPEDS data
and Reed’s Common DataSet, we found significant mismatch2. To give an extreme example, the original 2019
dataset has a variable called Financial Resources Rank3 and Reed College is ranked at the 169th among
173 liberal arts colleges. However, a calculation based on USNWR’s methodology4 reveals that Reed College’s
expenditure per FTE student is higher than not only a school with the same financial resource rank but also
a school with much higher financial resources rank. With the calculated expenditure per FTE student, Reed
College’s financial resource rank should be the 30th instead of the 169th among the 173 liberal arts colleges.

Table 12: 2019 Financial Resource Rank and expenditure per FTE student for Earlham College,
Salem College, and Reed College. Although Reed College has the highest expenditure per FTE
student among these schools, it has the lowest financial resource rank.

School Financial Resource Rank Expenditure per FTE Student
Earlham College 50 47956.31
Salem College 169 30004.51
Reed College 169 54566.76

As for the 2009, the data for Reed College from all three data sources are very close5 except financial resource
rank. Similar to the situation in 2019, Reed College’s financial resource rank is also drastically under-ranked
by 90.

Recall that another objective of this project is to investigate if schools are under-ranked because of their
refusal to report statistics to USNWR. And our results show no systematic effect of non-reporting on ranks.
In the 2009 dataset, Berea College is also marked as non-reporting. However, its overall scores given by
USNWR for both 2009 and 2019 are close to the predicted overall score by Elastic Net and PCR and are
within the prediction intervals. As for 2019, there is no variable in the dataset indicating whether a school is
non-reporting or not so we assumed that Reed College is the only non-reporting school. And as it turns out,
Reed College is the only school whose overall score given by USNWR is outside of the prediction interval.

At this point, it is clear that Reed College is under-ranked. However, it is not under-ranked because it is a
non-reporting school. Although the true reason why Reed College is under-ranked can not be inferred by our
research, how a lower rank is achieved is unveiled. Based on our results, the most credible conjecture is that
the data of Reed College is somehow modified and thus resulting in a lower rank.

3.2 Potential Problems & Future Research
Although the results of our research seem to be promising, it is by no means perfect. The following section
will introduce some major limitations and problems of our models and methodology. Then we will suggest
some potential directions if one is intrigued to improve our results.

3.2.1 Unobtainable Variables

The models generated by Elastic Net for both 2009 and 2019 assigned the largest effect on the overall score
to Peer Assessment Score, with the coefficient of the 2009 model being 6.58 and the coefficient of the 2019
model being 4.56. Having seen all the convoluted problems of data credibility in previous analysis, naturally,
one would want to verify the validity of the variable by comparing it with an external credible data source.
However, Peer Assessment Score is a variable specific to USNWR’s college survey questionnaire and thus,
we failed to find other credible sources containing this variable. This uncertainty could potentially rise or,

2Refer to Table 14 in Appendix A for a detailed table comparing USNWR’s data, IPEDS data, and Reed College’s CDS data
for 2019.

3Refer back to Table [1] for detailed list of variables and see Appendix A for a detailed variable description.
4USNWR states that Financial Resource is based on expenditure per FTE (full-time-equivalent) student. Therefore, to verify

the data, we calculated expenditure per FTE student based on IPEDS data for every school in the 2019 dataset.
5Refer to Table 13 in Appendix A for a detailed table comparing USNWR’s data, IPEDS data, and Reed College’s CDS data

for 2009.
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less likely, lower Reed College’s predicted overall score. Another similar variable that we can’t verify the
credibility of is High School Counselor Assessment Score but it has a relatively small effect. It is not used by
USNWR in 2009 and in the 2019 Elastic Net model, it has a coefficient of 0.64.

The other two unobtainable variables are all related to faculty resource, the first one being Percent of
faculty with a doctoral degree and the second being Regional Cost of Living. Regional cost of
living is related to faculty resource as USNWR uses it to scale faculty salaries, which we obtained from
IPEDS. One might think such variable can be easily found in census data but the one used by USNWR, as
mentioned in their own article from 2008, is an index from the consulting firm Runzheimer International
(Morse and Flanigan 2008). However, there is no further mention of such consulting firm in their most
recent article on methodology. Therefore, it is unclear what measure of cost of living are they currently
using. Moreover, they only vaguely state their methodology of calculating faculty salaries as, “adjust for
regional differences in cost of living”. With too little information and limited time, we decided only to include
unscaled faculty salaries in our model. Since regional cost of living is not account for by any variables in the
model, its potential effect is inherited by the error term in our models, which can result in larger prediction
intervals and less accurate prediction. Last but not least, Percent of Faculty with a Doctoral Degree
is simply not included in any of the data sources we readily have. It is not even in the dataset from USNWR
themselves. And such statistic is not one of the variables that needs to be report to NCES (National Center
for Education Statistics).

3.2.2 NA’s

After we expanded our 2019 dataset with IPEDS data, there were two sources of NA’s: expenditure data and
Pell Grant graduation rate data. Since there are 10 colleges lacking expenditure data, it wouldn’t be ideal to
replace NA’s with mean or median. Therefore, we simply took the 10 colleges out of our dataset. To keep the
methodology consistent, we also took out 2 colleges lacking Pell Grant graduation rate data. If one can come
up with better ways to deal with these NA’s or even find some source that does have the missing data, the
two models will have stronger predicative power with the larger sample size.

3.2.3 Future Research

The following are some directions to consider if one is interested in finding more accurate results:

1. Either find data sources to replace the unobtainable variables with credible data or use some proxy to
approximate their effects.

2. Find a better way to deal with NA’s in the dataset.

3. To increase the size of test dataset, one might consider finding years that USNWR didn’t change their
weight system and use the whole dataset from one of the years as test dataset.

4 Appendix
4.1 Tables
This first appendix includes some important tables we omitted in the body of the paper.
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Table 13: 2009 Data Comparison. For Average Freshmen Retention Rate, % classes size under
20, % classes size 50 or more, Student Faculty Ratio, % Freshmen High School top 10, Accept
Rate and Test Score(SAT), the data provided by USNWR matches well with data found from
other sources. There are small difference between data provided by USNWR and data found
from other sources for Average Graduation Rate and % Full-time Faculty.

Variable USNWR IPEDs Reed College CDS
Average Freshmen Retention Rate 0.88 0.88 0.88
Average Graduation Rate 0.75 0.74 0.73
% classes size under 20 72% - 72%
% classes size 50 or more 3% - 3%
Student Faculty Ratio 10:1 10:1 10:1
% Full-time Faculty 97% - 95%
% Freshmen High School top 10 61% - 61%
Accept Rate 34% - 34%
Test Score (SAT) 1310 - 1470 1310 - 1470 1310 - 1470

Table 14: 2019 Data Comparison. For Average Freshmen Retention Rate and Average Graduation
Rate, the data provided by USNWR matches well with data found from other sources. The
Student Faculty Ratio provided by USNWR matches well with the ratio calculated using IPEDs
data, but disagrees slightly with the ratio found on Reed College CDS. USNWR leaves %
Freshmen High School top 10 NA, while the actual value of the variable can be found on Reed
College CDS. The Test Score(SAT) provided by USNWR disagrees with the SAT scores found
in other two sources. USNWR provided less variables in the 2019 dataset, we are thus unable to
make as many direct comparison as for 2009.

Variable USNWR IPEDs Reed College CDS
Average Freshmen Retention Rate 0.88 0.88 0.88
Average Graduation Rate 0.8 0.80 0.80
Student Faculty Ratio 9:1 9:1 10:1
% Freshmen High School top 10 NA - 54%
Test Score (SAT) 1280 - 1480 1310 - 1500 1310 - 1500
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Table 15: Detailed description of the variables provided by USNWR.

Variable Description

Rank USNWR ranking of the institution
School Name of the institution
Nonresponder An indicator variable for if an institution report data to USNWR or

not; 1 corresponds to not reporting, 0 corresponds to reporting
State Abbreviated name for the State the institution locates at
Public/Private An indicator variable, 1 corresponds to public institution, 2

corresponds to private institution

New Category unclear
New School unclear
Overall Score The overall score provided by USNWR for each institution; Used to

generate ranking
Peer Assessment Score Score (5.0 the highest) generated from the Peer Assessment Survey,

an annual survey sent out to college presidents, provosts, and deans
of admissions for a rating on peer schools’ academic programs, scale
from 1 (marginal) to 5 (distinguished)

High School Counselor Assessment Score Score (5.0 the highest) generated from the Peer Assessment Survey,
an annual survey sent out to high school counselors for a rating on
colleges’ academic programs, scale from 1 (marginal) to 5
(distinguished)

Graduation and Retention Rank USNWR ranking on institutions’ overall performance in Graduation
and Retention Rate

Average Freshman Retention Rate The average of Freshmen Retention Rates over four years
Predicted Graduation Rate The predicted 6-year graduation rate provided by USNWR
Actual Graduation Rate The actual average 6-year graduation rate of the institution based

on four years of data
Over/Under Performance Difference between the predicted and actual graduation rate

Faculty Resource Rank USNWR ranking on schools’ performance in Faculty Resources
% of Classes under 20 Proportion of classes with size smaller than 20
% of Classes over 50 or more Proportion of classes with size greater than or equal to 50
Student/Faculty ratio Student-Faculty ratio
% of Full-time Faculty Percentage of faculties who are full-time

Selectivity Rank USNWR ranking on institutions’ performance in Student Selectivity
SAT/ACT 25th-75th percentile The 25th-75th percentile of the SAT/ACT scores of incoming

students
Freshmen in Top 10% of High School Class Percentage of first year students who were top 10 in high school

class
Acceptance Rate Acceptance rate of the institution
Financial Resources Rank USNWR ranking on institutions’ performance in Financial

Resources

Alumni Giving Rank USNWR ranking on institutions’ performance in Alumni Giving
Average Alumni Giving Rate The average percentage of living alumni with bachelor’s degrees

who gave to their institution with recent two years of data
Footnote Footnote. 1 indicates that the institution refused to fill out U.S.

News statistical survey, data that appear are from school in
previous years or from another source such as the National Center
for Education Statistics; 2 indicates that SAT and/or ACT not
required by school for some or all applicants; 3 indicates that In
reporting SAT/ACT scores, the school did not include all students
for whom it had scores or refused to tell USNWR whether all
students with scores had been included; 4 indicates that the data
was reported to USNWR in previous years; 5 indicates that the data
is obtained based on fewer than 51% of enrolled first-year students.
6 indicates that some or all data were reported to the National
Center for Education Statistics; 7 indicates that the data were
reported to the Council for Aid to Education; 8 indicates that the
rate is generated based on less than 4 years of data because school
didn’t report rate for the most recent year or years; 9 indicates that
SAT and/or ACT may not be required by school for some or all
applicants, and in reporting SAT/ACT scores, the school did not
include all students for whom it had scores or refused to tell U.S.
News whether all students with scores had been included

Footnote_1 See Footnote
Footnote_2 See Footnote

Footnote_3 See Footnote
Footnote_4 See Footnote
Footnote_5 See Footnote
Footnote_6 See Footnote
Footnote_7 See Footnote

Footnote_8 See Footnote
Footnote_9 See Footnote
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